Dear Minister Guðbrandsson & Members of the Environment and Communications Committee

Re: Parliamentary resolution on hunting permits for swans, greylag geese, pink-footed geese and barnacle geese outside normal hunting periods (Proposal 279)

It has recently come to the attention of the IUCN-SSC Swan Specialist Group that the Icelandic Government is considering a proposal to permit the hunting of Whooper Swans on cornfields during the summer months from 1st May to 1st October, which includes the swans’ breeding and brood-rearing season, on the basis that this would reduce economic loss to farmers of swans grazing on these sites.

This proposal is of great concern because the Icelandic Whooper Swan, which migrates to winter primarily in Britain and Ireland, is recognised as a distinct population and the level of interchange with the Northwest Mainland European Whooper Swan population is very limited. As such, introducing hunting of swans in Iceland during the summer, over a period that includes not only the breeding season but also the swans’ flightless period during their annual moult, risks having a rapid and deleterious impact on a population which breeds almost entirely in Iceland.

You are I’m sure aware that the Whooper Swan is currently protected throughout its range across Eurasia, extending to areas where the species is much more numerous than it is in Iceland (Rees et al. 2019). For instance, the most recently published population estimates from 2015 put the Icelandic population at c. 34,000 birds (Hall et al. 2016), compared with 138,500 in the Northwest Mainland European population (Laubek et al. 2019). Moreover, whilst the Swan SG appreciates that grazing by swans can potentially cause financial loss to farmers, there is a requirement under the Agreement on the Conservation of African-Eurasian Migratory Waterbirds (AEWA; of which Iceland is a signatory), that financial loss resulting from foraging by the species be determined and confirmed, and also that other non-lethal measures should be put in place to deter birds from feeding on the crops, before lethal methods can be endorsed.

Whilst we do not yet know the details of the proposal, the indication that the hunting permits for swans will extend for up to 2 months beyond those for goose species (i.e. from 15 June, which is the proposed last date for Greylag, Barnacle and Pink-footed Geese, to 1 October which is the proposed last date for Whooper Swans) is of particular concern because the focus would be solely on the swans at a time when they are particularly vulnerable. They’re unable to fly during moult (from late...
July to late August), and many cygnets do not become fledged until September. Moreover, in September the birds should be undisturbed, because they need to put on the body reserves required to complete an exceptionally challenging long-distance migration for such a large bird – the 800 km overseas flight from southern Iceland to northwest Scotland – which is considered to be at the edge of their physical capabilities (Pennycuick et al. 1996, 1999). Additionally, being a large bird puts the Whooper Swan at increased risk of crippling by shotgun pellets, which can become embedded in their bodies without causing an outright kill. The swans are already shot at illegally, with cases reported throughout the range (Rees et al. 2002), and X-rays taken of live-caught birds found that 13–15% of birds checked have pellets in their tissues (Newth et al. 2016). Allocating hunting permits for a species that has up to now been protected therefore would clearly increase crippling effects.

The Swan Specialist Group fully understands that grazing by the swans can cause problems to farmers, and is sympathetic to these issues, but suggests that other ways of reducing conflict are explored and emphasises that the ecology of the species should also be taken into account. For several goose species, a European Goose Management Platform (EGMP) has been developed to address issues arising from geese grazing on arable land, and this may also be considered for the Icelandic Whooper Swan population, to involve the range countries of Iceland, the UK and the Republic of Ireland.

Overall, the Swan Specialist Group urges the Icelandic Government not to proceed with the proposal to permit hunting of Whooper Swans, particularly at such sensitive times of year, but in any event to seek other non-lethal measures for reducing crop damage and/or economic loss to farmers. I would be willing to discuss options further if that would assist.

Yours sincerely

Dr Eileen Rees
Chair: IUCN-SSC Swan Specialist Group
Email: ReesEileenC@gmail.com
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